Introduction
This paper is part of the program of reverse mathematics. We assume the reader is familiar with this program as well as with RCA,, and WKL,, the two weak subsystems of second-order arithmetic we are going to work with here. (If not, a good place to start is [2] .) In [2] , [3] , [4] , many well-known theorems about countable rings, countable fields, etc. were studied in the context of reverse mathematics. For example, in [2] , it was shown that, over the weak base theory RC&, the statement that every countable commutative ring has a prime ideal is equivalent to weak Konig's Lemma, i.e. the statement that every infinite (0, l} tree has a path. Our main result in this paper is that, over RC& (i) ord(a) = 00 iff a = 0,
ord(b)). Such a function is called a valuation on F,
Definition
(RCAo). A subring V of a countable field F is called a valuation ring of F iff for any x E F* = F \ (0) either x E V or x-l E V.
Theorem (RC&).
A valuation ring V of a countable field F is a local ring, i.e. it has a unique maximal ideal MV consisting of all non-units of V.
Proof. The set of non-units of V, MV = {a E V: a-' $ V}, exists by A: comprehension, an axiom scheme that RCA. includes. We prove that Mv is an ideal. Let x, y E Mv. We can assume x *y-l E V. Then 1 +x *y-l= (X +y)/y E V. If x + y were not in M,, then l/(x + y) would belong to V, whence y-' E V and this would contradict the fact that y E Mv. Now, let x EM, and y E V. Then x . y E Mv. If not, (x . y)-' E V, i.e. y-' .x-l E V, whence x-l E V which contradicts the fact that x E Mv. Hence Mv is an ideal which clearly is the unique maximal ideal of V. 0
Every valuation on a countable field F gives rise to a valuation ring of F and, conversely, every valuation ring of a countable jield F gives rise to a valuation on F. The previous theorem allows the following equivalent definition of a countable valued field.
Definition (RC&).
A countable valued field consists of a countable field F and a valuation ring V of F. We write (F, V).
Definition (RCA,,). An extension h : (F, R)+ (K, V) of countable valued
fields is a field monomorphism h : F+ K such that h-'(V) = R. 
Proof of the main theorem
To prove our main theorem, we need the following two lemmas. (every natural number encodes a triple of natural numbers) and a;, a, E X, in which case let X0,, = X, U {a; + aj}. r = 2. For each (T E T,_,, put cr0 E T, and let X,,, = X0, unless m = (i, j, k) and ai, aj E X, in which case let X,,, = X, U {a; . a,}. r = 3. For each (T E T,_l, put a0 E 'Is and let X,,,, = X0, unless m = (i, j, k) and a, -aj = 1 in which case put a0, al E IT; and let X0,, = X0 U {a,} and X0, = X0 U {a,>. r = 4. For each (T E T,_, , put a0 E K and let X0,, = X,, unless m = (i, j, k) and ai E X, and a, -ci = 1 in which case put neither a0 nor al E T, and do not define X,, and X0,.
Claim (RCA,,). T is infinite.
Proof. Consider the rr(: formula where Z, is the ideal generated by I inside the ring R[X,], i.e. the ring generated by R U X0 inside K. (Note that Z, and R[X,] are defined by 2: formulas;
we do not assume that they exist as sets.)
Now, ~(0) holds since Z is an ideal of R. Assume that r&(s -1) holds, u E T,_, and 1 $ I,. If r = 0, 1, 2, or 4, then clearly Z,, = Z, and so q(s) holds. If I = 3, then, either only a0 was thrown into T,, whence X,, = X0 and Z,, = Z, and so q,(s) holds, or both a0, al E T, and X,, = X,U{a}, X0, =X0 U {a-'}, for some a E K. In this case assume that 1 E Z,, and 1 E Z,,. Then, we have: is taken from the standard textbook proof of the extension of valuations theorem; see, for instance, Lemma 9.1, Section II, in [l] .) This is a contradiction.
Hence, either 14 Z,,, or 1 4 ZG1 and so q(s) holds. Since So a E R. Cl Now, we are ready to prove the following:
Theorem (RC&).
The following are equivalent:
(ii) The theorem on extension of valuations for countable fields. 
